
Abortion is an
elective
procedure that is
not medically necessary

It’s time to DEFUND elective ABORTION, and stop forcing Saskatchewan 
taxpayers to fund a lifestyle choice that kills a child in her mother’s womb.

Tell your member of the legislative assembly (MLA)* to delist abortion 
from the province’s Medical Care Plan health insurance.

* This pamphlet has neither been produced nor approved by the MLA identified below. It was 
created independently by Campaign Life Coalition Saskatchewan. We ask you to contact your MLAs 
and urge them to delist abortion from the MCP. Provincial legislators have the power to do so.

FOOTNOTE:  (1) Based on U.S. public health data compiled by 6 States, and a study by the 
Alan Gutmacher Institute (AGI), Planned Parenthood’s research arm.  U.S. data compiled by 
the States of AZ, FL, LA, NB, SD & UT from 1985-2007 found that reasons for abortion fell into 
the category of “personal choice” between 95.4% - 99% of the time. Abortions where the 
mother’s health was cited ranged from 0.11% - 1.98%. AGI’s 1987 study found rape, incest and 
maternal health to account for just 3.2%-4.1% of reasons why women abort.

Contact your MLA:

Phone: (306) 249-2764
E-Mail:  campaignlifesk@gmail.com
www.campaignlifecoalition.com/defundSK

P.O. Box 22084 RPO Wildwood
Saskatoon, SK
S7H 5P1

Saskatchewan
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The Saskatchewan Government’s twisted health care investment priorities:
OPTION A: $2M COULD:
  . Hire 9 doctors to help fix shortage or
  . Hire 30 nurses to reduce hospital wait times or
  . Treat 29 additional autistic kids each year or
  . Buy 1 more MRI machine every year or
  . Make palliative care more accessible

OPTION B: $2M COULD:

Subsidize elective        
abortions which 
kill babies in the womb


